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SUMMARY 

Analytical data on the dynamics of water inflows into the quarry and the increase in the drainage area 
of the dash part of the quarry was analyzed. The mechanism of body formation of water-salt brines in 
Dombrovsky quarry was considered and the short review of problems owing to long development of 
Kalush-Golinsky deposit of potassium salts was resulted. The conclusion was made about present quasi-
equilibrium condition of a quarry and possible relative stabilization of brines surface level at is 
insignificant excesses of an over salt horizon based on the results of the analysis of absolute marks 
dynamics of a liquid phase. At the same time, brine is discharged into an underground aquifer, which 
is used for drinking water supply. 
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Introduction. The Dombrovsky quarry, which has been in operation since 1967, is the only one in the 
world where potash ore was mined by open pit. There are some issues that have occurred as a result  of 
prolonged development of the Kalush-Golinsky potash deposit and accumulation of waste in the area 
of hydrogeofiltration influence of production: auto-rehabilitation flooding of the Dombrovsky salt 
deposit, blurring of salt dumps, overflowing tailings No. 2, spread of halos of water salinization of the 
quaternary supersaline aquifer and the risk of significant deterioration of water quality in the city water 
intake, development of the salt karst and subsidence of the earth's surface over the mined-out space of 
mines with deformation or destruction of engineering structures, residential buildings, etc. 
 
Object of study and methodology. The Kalush-Golinsky deposit of potassium is located in the front 
north-eastern part of the inner zone Sambirskuy cover of the Pre-Carpathian Trough. The Sambirskuy 
cover, made by formations of lower and upper molasses, was torn off its base and pushed over the outer 
(Bilche-Volitskaya) deflection zone. 
 
The field contains three aquifers, and there is a first aquifer from the surface level, the gravel-pebble 
aquifer and salt mirror water. The first aquifer from the surface level is timed to loams and lies at a 
depth of up to two meters. It is characterized by an unstable climate dependent regime. The gravel-
pebble aquifer has a flat spread and is the only drinking water aquifer in the area. It feeds on atmospheric 
precipitation, its partial unloading is aimed at restoration of karst waters along the gypsum-clay "hat" 
and saline deposits column. (Korenevskiy and Donchenko, 1963) 
 
Kainite- langbeinite potash ores with a high content of galite and clay minerals have been extracted for 
over 100 years by mining and quarrying. Dombrovsky quarry - 140 m deep, 900 m long, 850 m wide, 
64 ha in area, 52,5 million m3 of mined-out space crosses gravel and pebble aquifer of drinking quality. 
The quarry is filled with fresh water (fig. 1), dissolves the unexplored ore body (about 32 million tons) 
and the rocks that contain it are 40-50% halite after the suspension of potash mining at the beginning 
of this millennium. (Semchuk and Malishevska, 2002) 
 
Dombrovsky quarry geoinfiltration field. The mechanism of salt brine formation in the Dombrovsky 
quarry is mainly the result of interaction of atmospheric precipitation with saline rocks. Therefore, their 
volume and balance depend on the amount of precipitation, the volume of discharge of the groundwater 
aquifer, the catchment area and the duration of contact between the liquid (water) and solid (salt) phases. 
The catchment area within the circular drainage trench (CDT) of the pit is 180 ha. The volume of created 
brines only as a result of atmospheric precipitation infiltration (average norm 700 mm / year) is 1,1 mil. 
m3 per year. 
 
A hydrogeofiltration feature of the sand-gravel-pebble aquifer is the ability to carry fine clayey dust 
particles with a local increase in the hydraulic gradient of the flow or local deformations and shifts in 
the water-saturated thickness. According to the data of research- filtering works, the filtration 
coefficients of supersaline horizons in the natural state are equal to 1.2-2.0 m / day (2.8-4.0 m / day at 
the river bed Sivka). 
 
The hydrogeofiltration field of the Dombrovskiy quarry has acquired motley heterogeneity. In general 
it is accepted to allocate the following elements of hydrogeofiltration field of Dombrovskiy quarry: 
quarry field (2 sections), circular drainage trench, dumps, accumulating tanks, outlet canal of the r. 
Sivka. They are mainly related to its technological facilities. 
 
Based on the results of the data analysis, it is possible to conclude that the drainage area of the 
instrument part of the quarry has increased, which is confirmed by the drainage of the CDT (separation 
of groundwater level from the bed), development of karst formation of an open pit periphery (to 250-
350 m and more), abnormal increase in clay and dust fractions in waste water of an open pit that is 
especially characteristic in the period after flooding 2008, with simultaneous growth of water inflows. 
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Figure 1. Satellite images of Dombrovsky quarry. Source: Google Earth online resource. 
 
Dynamics of quarry brine filling. Dynamics of water inflow into the quarry was estimated according  
to the data of the State Enterprise "Potassium Plant", State Enterprise Research Institute "Halurgia" and 
Ivano-Frankivsk National Technical University of Oil and Gas for the period 1967-2013. (Fig. 2). The 
dynamics of integral water inflows has an exponential dependence on time and the species curve is 
described with high reliability: 
 

                                                    
tkBebaV      ,                      (1) 
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where kB is corresponds to a constant of water flow rate, year-1. The size of kB is 0.071 year-1, within 
15% coincides with previous estimates, where data after 2009 were taken into account (Dolin et al., 
2010) 
 
The analysis of absolute brine level marks of Dombrovsky quarry allows to allocate several time periods 
during its operation (fig. 3). The first - from the beginning of exploitation (1967) - mark +175 m of the 
southern section - to the flood in 2008, when the levels of the southern and northern sections were equal 
- mark 255.4 m. During this period the quarry filling was restrained by artificial interception of water 
inflows, water pumping from the circular drainage trench, brine injection into mines and the like. The 
second period began after the 2008 flood, the hydraulic connection of the southern and northern quarry 
fields and continued until early 2017. During this period, water interception activities proved ineffective 
due to destruction and loss of drainage capacity of CDT, increased catchment area, infiltration feeding 
due to suffusion loosening of overlapping rocks and possibly intensification of sources from sludge and 
tailings dumps; brine pumping into mines had no significant impact on the pit filling process. Naturally, 
during two periods there is a decrease in the growth rate of absolute brine surface marks, which is 
associated with the expansion of the quarry bowl. By the end of March 2017 the level of brines in the 
quarry reached the mark +277.5 m, which corresponds to the low level of fresh aquifer (the lowest 
absolute mark of the aquifer bottom within the outer contour of the quarry along the CDT axis is 274.0 
m, the highest - 293.0 m). Now the brine stratum creates hydraulic support to fresh water of underground 
aquifer, determines change of water balance conditions of the object and the beginning of the third 
conditional period quasi-stable filling of the quarry. The main distinguishing feature of this period was 
the possibility of relative stabilization of the brine surface mirror at slight excesses of the saline horizon 
soles. 
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Figure 2. Integral (increasing) dynamics of quarrying. The dots indicate the experimental and 
calculated data of State Enterprise "Potassium Plant", State Enterprise Research Institute "Halurgia" 
and Ivano-Frankivsk National Technical University of Oil and Gas. 
 
The dynamics of absolute brine surface markings in each of the selected periods is quite accurately 
approximated by a view curve: 

                                         )1(10
tkHeHHH  ,                                 (2) 

where H0 is the initial absolute mark  for each of the periods, m, H0 + H1 is the maximum absolute 
mark of the brine surface mirror while maintaining the rate of filling the quarry in each of the periods, 
m, kH is the constant of the rate of  absolute marks growth of the brine surface mirror, year-1, t is the 
time, year with zero point of reference for each of the periods. 
 
Based on the kH ratio for the respective periods, we can conclude that the increase in absolute brine 
mirror surface markings in the period 2008-2017 was five times faster than in the previous period (1967-
2008) (table 1). 
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According to the analyzed data, the maximum calculated increase in the absolute brine mirror level is 
+ 281- + 288 m (table 1). 
 
Table 1. - Estimated parameters of the dynamics brines level absolute marks 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3 - The dynamics of brines level (in absolute terms) in the southern section of the 
Dоmbrowsky Quarry. The dots show the experimental data of the State Enterprise Research Institute 
"Halurgia. 
 
Recommendations and conclusions. 
Increased water inflow into the quarry is a sign of further activation of karst-suffosion process. The 
main factors of the increase in inflow are the following: 
1) increased filtration within the adjacent to the quarry river valley of the Sivka River with suffosion 
growth of rock permeability; 
2) presence of deformation of the whole rock between the drainage trench and the pit ledge; 
3) backwater effect from the tailing dump. 
The smoothing out of the curve of absolute markings growth rate leads to the conclusion that if the 
current growth rate of absolute markings of the brine mirror is maintained, the quarry will not be filled 
to the critical mark of +298 m. On the other hand, the water-salt body of the quarry filling will be 
unloaded into the thickness of the pebbles of the aquifer, karst cavities will be filled, sides will be 
eroded, the volume of the quarry bowl and the size of the area of ground water drainage of alluvial 
gravel and sandy sediments of the Sivka and Limnitsa rivers will increase. 
The hydrogeological and geochemical situation on the territory of the Kalush-Golinskoye deposit 
indicates the need for further environmental monitoring to identify and promptly eliminate 
hazardous emergency situations. 
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Period, years       Н0, м        Н1, м        Н0+Н1      kH, year—1 
1967—2008       175         106        281 0,0346 
2008—2017       254         34,0        288 0,162 


